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A Steiner quadruple system of order v  is a set X of cardinality v, and a set Q, of 
4-subsets of X, called blocks, with the property that every 3-subset of X is contained 
in a unique block. A Steiner quadruple system is resolvable if Q can be partitioned 
into parallel classes (partitions of X). A necessary condition for the existence of a 
resolvable Steiner quadruple system is that v  = 4 or 8 (mod 12). In this paper we 
show that this condition is also suflicient for all values of V, with 24 possible excep- 
tions. 0 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 

1 .O. INTRODUCTION 

A Steiner quadruple system of order v, denoted SQS(v), is an ordered pair 
(X, Q), where X is a non-empty set of cardinality v, and Q is a set of 
4-subsets of X, called blocks, such that every 3-subset of X is contained in a 
unique block. 

In 1960 Hanani [7] proved that an SQS( ) v exists if and only if v = 2 or 4 
(mod 6) or ZI= 1. 

Let r(u)= (a- l)(u-2)/6 be the number of blocks in an SQS(v) which 
contain a fixed point o[ X. An SQS( v 1s resolvable, denoted RSQS(v), if ) 
there exists a partition P, = {P,: i E 1> of the block set Q, indexed by a set I 
of cardinality r(v), with the property that each P, is a partition of the point 
set X into parts of size four. If Q is non-empty it follows that v G 0 (mod 4) 
and hence a necessary condition for the existence of an RSQS(v) is that 
v E 4 or 8 (mod 12) or v = 1 or 2. A positive integer satisfying this con- 
dition will be called admissible. In this paper, we show that this condition is 
also sufficient with the possible exception of twenty-four values of v which 
are listed in the Appendix. 

The history of the existence problem for resolvable combinatorial designs 
begins with Kirkman’s famous “schoolgirl problem” [14], posed in 1847. 
The general problem is to determine necessary and suflicient conditions on 
v for the existence of resolvable t - (v, k, 2) designs. The problem has been 
solved for very few values of the block size (k) and index (A) parameters. 
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These solutions may be found in II61 (k lb) = (3, 11, (4, 11, 
[8] (k, A) = (3, 2), and [l] (k, A) = (4, 3), (6, 10). (Note that the referen- 
ces given are not necessarily the first proofs of these results.) All of these 
papers deal with combinatorial designs of dimension (t) two. Ray- 
Chaudhuri and Wilson [ 171 and Lu [ 16] have also shown the existence of 
a constant c(k, 2) such that the trivial necessary conditions for the 
existence of resolvable 2 - (v, k, 1) designs are sufficient for all v 3 c(k, A). 
This paper constitutes the first effective determination of necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the existence of a family of resolvable designs of 
dimension three. 

Since the nineteenth century it has been known that the planes of the 
affine geometry of dimension n over GF(2) form the block set of an 
SQS(2n). The natural parallelism forms a partition of the planes which is a 
resolution. This motivates the use of the term parallel class for the parts P, 
of the resolution partition P,. In 1978 Booth, Greenwell, and Lindner 
[2, 51 constructed an RSQS(20) and an RSQS(28), thus providing the first 
examples with v not a power of two. Knowledge of the existence of 
RSQS(v) for small values of v was expanded by the author’s papers [9, and 
IO]. The main recursive construction for RSQS used in this paper was first 
given in [ 111. To state this result precisely we need the following definition. 

Let (X, e, p,) be an RSQS( V) and let (x, 4% fiJ) be an RSQS(v) such that 
x c X, q c Q, J c 1, and pi c Pi for all j E 1. Then (X, e, p,) is an RSQS( V) 
with a resolvable subsystem of order v, and will be denoted by 
RSQS( I’[v]). F or all Va 4 an RSQS( V) is also an RSQS( V[v]), where 
v E (1,2,4). Using the substitution property for subdesigns, the reader can 
easily verify that if there exists an RSQS(V[v]) and an RSQS(v[s]), then 
there exists an RSQS( V[s]). 

The main result of this paper is proved using the following theorem. 

THEOREM 1.1 (Hartman [ll]). rf there exists an RSQS(V[v]) and 
Vr 2v (mod 12) then there exists an RSQS(3V- 2v[ V]) 

As a corollary we obtain 

THEOREM 1.2 (Hartman [12]). Zf there exists a constant k, such thatfor 
ail admissible V in the range k < V < 3k there exists an RSQS( V[64]) then 
for all admissible V> k there exists an RSQS( V[64]). 

ProoJ: We first note that the existence of an RSQS( V[27) implies the 
existence of an RSQS( V[2”]) for all m <n, since the affine geometry of 
dimension n contains subsystems of dimension m, and the parallelism 
respects these subsystems. We proceed by induction, if V 3 3k is admissibie 
then write V= 3v - 2.2”, where m = 6, 1, 2, 5, 4, 3 when V = 4, 8, 16, 20, 
28, 32 (mod 36), respectively. It is a simple matter to check that k d v < V, 
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v is admissible, and v E 2.2” (mod 12) so we may apply the induction 
hypothesis, Theorem 1.1, and the substitution property to give the result. 

In the remainder of this paper we prove the existence of the constant k 
hypothesized in Theorem 1.2. In fact we show that 128 < k < 6364. 

In Section 2 we show that the author’s tripling construction [13] can be 
adapted to preserve resolvability in some cases. Specifically we prove 

THEOREM 2.1. If there exists uy1 RSQS(V[v]) with VZV (mod 12) and 
14v 3 5V then there exists an RSQS(3 V- 2v[V’]). 

In Section 3 we describe the methods used to construct RSQS( V[v]) for 
some small values of P’. The basic techniques are described in more detail 
in [9, 10, and 11). In this paper we discuss the hill-climbing strategy used 
by the computer algorithms which generated the designs given in the 
Appendix. We also discuss the computer program used to calculate the 
upper bound on the constant k of Theorem 1.2. 

2.0. A RESOLUTION PRESERVING TRIPLING CONSTRUCTION 

In [ 131 a tripling construction for SQS is given which has the following 
form. If there exists an SQS(v) with a subdesign of order s z v (mod 6) then 
there exists an SQS(3v - 2s) with a subdesign of order v. In this section we 
show that if the input system is resolvable, and if the subsystem is large 
enough, then the output system has a resolution. The exact statement of 
this result is given below. In [11] a similar construction with the restric- 
tion that 2s = v (mod 6) was shown to preserve resolvability in all cases. 
Concise accounts of both the constructions of [ll and 131 may be found t 
in [15]. 

THEOREM 2.1. If there exists an RSQS(v[s]) with v=s (mod 12) and 
14s > 5v then there exists an RSQS(3v - 2s[v]). 

The theorem is trivially true when s = 1 or 2 so henceforth we assume 
s = 4 or 8 (mod 12). It is almost certain that the truth of the theorem would 
be unaffected by omitting the condition 14s 3 5v, however the construction 
would undoubtedly be considerably more complicated. Before giving the 
proof of the theorem we need the following definitions and notation. Define 
Z,X = (0, l,..., m - 11. Let 2, denote the cyclic group on 1, under addition 
modulo m. For x E 2, we define 1x1 by 

I4 = {tx 
if 0 < x < m/2, 
otherwise. 
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Let m > 2 be an integer and let L be a non-empty subset of 
(1,2,..., [m/2]), where [x] is the greatest integer <x. 

The cyclic graph G(m, L) is defined to be the graph with vertex set 2, 
and edge set E defined by (x, y } E E if and only if ( y -xl E L. The follow- 
ing result is due to Stern and Lenz [IS]. 

THEQREM 2.2. A cyclic graph G(m, L) has a l-factorization if and o&y if 
m is even and m/gcd(i, m) is even for some i E L. 

We now proceed with the proof of Theorem 2.1. Let s E 4 or 8 (mod 12) 
and let v = 12n + s, where 14s > Sv. Now let (X, (2, p,) be an RSQS(v[s]), 
with resolvable subsystem (Y, S, ff,). For definiteness we take Y = 
{%, Al,..., ~,-l}, X= YuZ12,, I=I,,,,, and J=I,,,,. 

We now construct an RSQS(3v-2&v]) (xl, Q’, &) as follows. Let 

x’ = Y w  (Z,,, x Z,). 

We define the block set Q’ implicitly by constructing the resolution &, 
and letting Q’ be the union of all the parallel classes. In order to construct 
the resolution we need the following definitions. 

For each i E Z, we define the embedding 3Li: X -+ x’ by 

Ux) = TX, i) 
i 

if XE Y, 
if xEZIZn. 

In the sequel we shall write xi for the ordered pair (x, i) E Z12n x Z,. 
Another major ingredient in the construction of & is the set N of pairs 

of members of Z,,, defined below. Let h = (12n - s)/2. Since s is divisible by 
4, and 14s > 5v = 5( 12n + s), we deduce that h is even and h 6 8nJ3. Now 
consider 

Note that jHFl= 2n and IHz I= 2n - I. Let Hi be any subset of HF of 
cardinality h/2 (i= 1, 2), and let H= H, u H,. 

The set H has been chosen to have the following properties: 

1. IHl =h=(12n-s)/2<Xn/3. 

2. The pairs in H are disjoint, so if VH = UH then I I/H{ = 2h. 

3. The distances between members of H are distinct, so if 
LH=(ly-xl: (x,y)~H} then ILHI=h. 

4. The distances between members of H, are odd. 

5. For all (x, yj E H we have {x, y} = (1,2} (mod 3). 
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Since 6n # LH and (HI = h the graph G(12n, { 1,2,..., 612) -- LH) has a 
one factorization F,, F2 ,..., F12n-z2h- 1 by Theorem 2.2. 

We now begin the construction of PK. The first I-(S) parallel classes are 
defined by 

pj’= {{ni(x), nj(Y), ni(z), nj(t>>: iEZ3, ix, y, z, f> EPj), jEZr(s). (A) 

The next 3(r(v) - T(S)) parallel classes Pk, ie 2, and Jo ZrCV, -I+,, are 
defined to contain the set of v/4 blocks 

{ {ai( ‘i(Y), ni(zL ‘jlt)>: {x, Y, ‘7 t} EPj}> (A) 

and 6n additional blocks of the form {xi+,, y,, r, z~+~, I~+~} constructed 
as follows. Let I,,, be a latin square of side 6n over the symbol set 
(1, 2,..., 6n) The set of blocks 

{(Xi+l~Yi+1~Zi+23 ti+21: 

(x, y} is the mth member of Fu, {z, t} is 

the I,, ,th member of F,, m = 1,2 ,..., 612) (@) 

is a partition of Z12n x (i + 1, i + 2 >. Allowing u to range over 1, 2 ,..., 
12n - 2h - 1, and k to range over I, 2,..., 6n gives us completions of the 
parallel classes PI, for j= r(s), r(s) + l,..., Y(S) + 6n( 12n - 2h - 1) - 1. NOW 
r(v) - Y(S) = 6n( 12n - 2h - 1) + 4nh. The remaining 4nh parallel classes P; 
with i fixed are completed by the set of 6n blocks 

{((a+X)i+l, (a+yh+,, (a+3E--)i+2, (a+3E--y)j+& 

a E ZM a-6 (mod2)). (x2) 

Allowing 6 to range over Z2, E to range over Zdn, and (x, u} to range over 
H,, gives 4nh distinct completions. We use the fact that differences between 
members of H, are odd to show that the above set of blocks is indeed a 
partition of Z12n x {i + 1, i + 2). 

The number of parallel classes remaining to be constructed is 
r(3v - 2s) - 3r(v) + 2r(s) = 12~4~3, accordingly we label the remaining 
parallel classes as P:,,,, with a~ ZIzn, E E Zdn, and ie Z3. The following set 
of h blocks are in PO,,j: 

{{(a+3&, (a+3E-34+1, (x-~u-~E)~+Z, (Y-2a-3E)i+2): 

do Zh, {x, v} is the dth member of H}. (Xl) 

The following set of h/2 blocks are in FO,E,i: 

(((~+x)j, (a+Y)i, (Q+3&-XX)i+1, (~+~E-Y),+I): (x>Y) EHz)-(XZ) 
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The remaining s blocks in Pb,e,i are a set of the form 

The functionf(k) is an arbitrary fixed bijection from I, to ZIZn - I/H. This 
guarantees that every point of Zlzn x {i + 2) is contained in a block of 
Ph,i. Similarly the functions g(i, k) (with i fixed) must be constructed to 
be bijections from I, to ZIzn - ({ 3d: do I,&> u VW,). There is, however, 
another restriction on the values of g(i, k). The blocks of the form (d) are 
required to cover all triples of the form x0, yl, z2 where x + y -I- z rf(k) 
(mod 12n). The case analysis given below shows that this requires g(i, k) to 
take three distinct values modulo 3 whenever f(k) z 0 (mod 3). When 
f(k) g 0 (mod 3), we use two methods for assigning values to g(i, k): 

g(O,k)=g(l,k)rg(2,k)(mod3) (A) 

g(O, k) =f(k), g(L k)=O, g(2, k) = -f(k) (mod 3). (B) 

We use the following schemes to define g(i, k): 

(SO) Let f(k,), f(k, ), f(k2) be three distinct values all congruent to 0 
(mod 3), and let bj- i (mod 3), ie Z, be three members of the range of 
g(i, k). Define g(i, kj) = b,+j, i.e., 

do, kJ = b,, g(l,kd=b,, g(2, k,) = b, > 

gtO,kt)=bl, gtLkl)=bz, g(2, k,) = bo, 

do, 4 = b,, cdl, k2) = b,, A& 4 = b,. 

(Sl) Let f(k,), J(k,) be two distinct values both congruent to 0 
(mod 3), and letf(k2) be congruent to I or 2 (mod 3). Let hi be defined as 
in (SO). Define g(i, k,) by 

do> k, f = b -.f(/q) 3 gtl, kJ = b,yk+ gt27 kJ = hl 

g(O,k,)=b,, g(L W=b-.~(w gtZ k,) = bf(icz) 

do, kd = bfuq) > gtl, 4 = b,> $4 k, ) = b --S(,q) 

cf. (B) above, with subscripts taken modulo 3 throughout. 

(S2) Let f(k) & 0 (mod 3), and let b be in the range of g(i, ’ ). Define 
g( i, k) = b for all i E Z,, cf. (A). 

To show that we can meet all the requirements on g(i, k) we note that, 
the range off(k) contains 4n numbers congruent to 0 (mod 3), 4n - h num- 
bers congruent to 1 (mod 3), and 4n - h numbers congruent to 2 (mod 3). 
The range of g(i, k) contains 4n -h numbers congruent to 0 (mod 3), 

582a/4412-2 
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4n - h/2 numbers congruent to 1 (mod 3), and 4n -h/2 numbers congruent 
to 2 (mod 3). Now, to construct the functions g(i, k), first partition the 4n 
members of the range off which are zero mod 3 into parts of size 3, and 0, 
1, or 2 parts of size 2 (according as iz = 0, 2, or 1 (mod 3)). The number of 
parts in this partition is [(4n + 2)/3]. Since h < 8n/3, we can choose 
[(4n + 2)/3] disjoint triples b,, b,, b, from the range of g and apply 
schemes (SO) and (Sl ) to the parts of size 3 and 2, respectively. Having 
defined g(i, k) for all k such that f(k) = 0 (mod 3), and at most 2 values 
such that f(k) & 0 (mod 3), it is possible to extend the definition for all 
other values of k, using scheme (S2), so that each g(i, .) is a bijection. We 
give two examples. 

EXAMPLE 2.1. y1=1, s=8, h=2, H,=({7,8}}, H2=({2,4}}. 

k 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 I = I* 

f(k) 0 3 1 6 9 5 10 11 =G,-{2,4,7,8} 
do, k) 5 6 1 7 9 8 10 11 =Z,,-{0,2,3,4} 

g(l> k) 1 5 6 8 7 9 10 11 =zn-{0,2,3,4) 

id2, k) 6 1 5 9 8 7 10 11 = z,, - {O, 2, 3,4) 

Sl Sl s2 s2 

EXAMPLE 2.2. n=2, s=20, h=2, H,={{16,17)}, H2=({5,7}). 
ran(f)=ZX4- (5, 7, 16, 17) ran(g(i, ))=Z,,- (0, 3, 5, 7). 

k 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

f(k) 0 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 1 2 4 8 10 11 13 14 19 20 22 23 

g(O> k) 6 1 2 9 4 8 11 12 10 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 

g(L k) 1 2 6 4 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 

g(2, k) 2 6 1 8 9 4 12 10 11 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 

so so Sl s2 s2 s2 s2 s2 s2 s2 s2 s2 s2 s2 

To complete the proof of Theorem 2.1, it remains to show that every 
3-subset of X’ is contained in some block defined above. To facilitate this 
discussion we classify the 3-subsets into the four mutually exclusive classes 
Tl, T2, T3, and T4 defined below. 

Tl consists of all 3-subsets in the image of X under li for some i. This 
class includes all 3-subsets of the forms { coj, cOk, CO*}, {Coj, ak, Xi}, 
{ coj, xi, y,>, and {xi, yi, zi>. Each Tl-triple is contained in a unique block 
defined in the equations marked (A). 

T2 triples have the form { cok, xi, yi+ 1 >. Each T2-triple is contained in 
a unique block defined by Eq. (A) as follows. If f(k) E 0 (mod 3) then by 
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the construction of g there exists a uniquej such that g(j, k) =y - x 
(mod 3). If i=j then Eqs. (2.1) have a unique solution for a E Zi2* and 
&EZ&: 

x=a+g(j, k), 

y = a i- 3E - g(j, k). 
(2.1) 

If i =j + 1 then Eqs. (2.2) have a unique solution for a E Z,2n and E E Z,,, : 

x = a + 3E - g(j, k), 

y =f(k) - 2a - 3E. 
(2.2) 

If i=j+ 2 then Eqs. (2.3) have a unique solution for a E Zizn and E EZ~,*: 

x=f(k)-2a-3e, 

~=a+g(j,k). 
(2.3) 

If f(k) f 0 (mod 3) and g(j, k) has been constructed by scheme (A) i.e., 
g(0, k) =g( 1, k) -g(2, k) (mod 3), then Eqs. (2.1) have a unique solution 
when y -x -g(j, k) (mod 3), Eqs. (2.2) have a unique solution when 
Y - x = d.i k) +f(k) (mod 3 ), and Eqs. (2.3) have a unique solution when 
y-x -g(j, k) -f(k) (mod 3). 

If f(k) f 0 (mod 3) and g(j, k) has been coonstructed by scheme (B), 
i.e., g(0, k) -f(k), g(1, k) = 0, g(2, k) = -f(k) (mod 3) then Eqs. (2.1) with 
,j= i have a unique solution when 

y-x =f(k) (mod 3) and i=O 

y-x-0 (mod 3) and i= 1 

y-x= -f(k) (mod 3) and i=2; 

Eqs. (2.2) with j+ 1 = i have a unique solution when 

y-x=0 (mod 3) and i=O 

y -x z -f(k) (mod 3) and i= 1 

y-x =f(k) (mod 3) and i=2; 

Eqs. (2.3) with j + 2 = i have a unique solution when 

y - x = -f(k) (mod 3) and i=O 

y-x =f(k) (mod 3) and i=l 

y---x=0 (mod 3) and i = 2. 
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T3 triples have the form {xi, yi, zi+ 1} and are contained in a unique 
block defined by Eq. (@) when 1 y - xl $ LH, by the properties of the l-fac- 
torization F, , E;,... and the latin square I,, k. When 1 y -x/ E LH, and 
x + y + z = 0 (mod 3) then the triple {xi, yi, zi+ i } is contained in a unique 
block defined by Eq. (xi), since the pair (b, F} E H and its ordinal d are 
uniquely determined by the equation y -x = c - b. (Here we use the fact 
that distances between members of H are distinct.) Now the following 
equations have a unique solution for a E ZIZn and E E Z,,: 

x=b-2a-3E 

y=c-2a-3E 

z=a+3d (forzj+l) 

z = a + 3~ - 3d (for zip 1). 

When Iy-x/ ELH, and x + y + z & 0 (mod 3) then the triple 
(xi, y,, zik 1} is contained in a unique block defined by the equations (x2) 
since the pair (b, c} E H is uniquely determined by the equation 
y-x=c-b. H ere we use the property that { 6, c} = { 1,2} (mod 3). When 
x + y +zr b (mod 3) and the subscript of z is i+ 1 then the following 
equations can be uniquely solved for a and E: 

x=a+b 

y=a+c 

z=a+3&-c. 

Thethreeothercases(x+y+z=bandziP1), (x+y+z=candzi+l),and 
(x + y + z 3 c and zip I ) are similar. 

T4 triples have the form {x,, yi, z2} and are contained in a unique 
block defined by Eq. (A) when x + y + z $ VH, since the definition of f(k) 
guarantees a unique solution for k of the equation f(k) = x + y + z. The 
block containing {x0, y,, z2) is then found by the algorithm given above 
for the block containing { cok, xO,yl>. If however, x+y-t-z=be VH then 
the triple is contained in a unique block defined by Eq. (x1) Here again we 
use the fact that b f 0 (mod 3), which implies that precisely two of x, y, 
and z are congruent modulo 3. If x = y (mod 3) then the equations 

x=a+3d 

y=a+3&-3d 

z=b-2a-3E 
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have a unique solution for a and E. (Note that d is uniquely determined by 
the value of b.) The other two cases y = z and z = x are similar. 

This completes the proof that (X’, Q’, &) where 

K= Zrb,” C-G x (Lb) -L,s,)) ” (Znn x -&I x ZJ 

is an RSQS(3v - 2s). It remains to show that the system contains a 
resolvable subsystem of order v. From the construction of the blocks (A) it 
is clear that (n,(X), n,(Q), JO(~l)KO) is a resolvable subsystem of order v 
with resolution indexed by KO = I,,,, u ((0) x (I,,,,, - Ire,,)). 

An immediate application of Theorem 2.1 to the existence problem for 
RSQS is the construction of an RSQS(92) by applying the theorem twice 
to the RSQS(20[8]) constructed in [ll]. Prior to this paper the order 92 
was the smallest order v for which the existence of an RSQS(v) was in 
doubt. 

3.0. THE BASIS FOR THE INDUCTION 

In this section we discuss the computations involved in determining an 
upper bound on the constant k with the property that for all admissible 
v E [k, 3k), there exists an RSQS(v[64]). A necessary condition for the 
existence of an SQS(v) with a subsystem of orders is that Y > 2s or v = s, 
which implies the lower bound k 3 128. 

The first step in the computation of an upper bound is the determination 
of some small orders v and s for which an RSQS(v[s] ) exists. The next ste 
is to apply the full power of the three recursive constructions given in 
Theorems 1.1, 2.1, and 3.1 (see below) to all the initial designs and their 
descendants. The list of resolvable subdesigns is updated using the 
replacement property for subdesigns mentioned in Section 1. The third 
recursive construction is a variant of the standard doubling construction 
for Steiner quadruple systems and is slightly stronger than a similar result 
of Greenwell and Lindner [S] 

THEOREM 3.1 (Hartman [ll]). Zf there exists an RSQS(v[s]) therz 
there exists an RSQS(2v[2s]) and an RSQS(2v[v] ). 

The basic data structure for the computations is a 4m by m array, 
rsqs(v, s) of bits, initialized with the values 

rsqs(v, s) = 
1 if an RSQS(v[s]) exists 
0 otherwise. 
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The algorithm for computing the output of the recursive constructions 
given an initial list L of pairs (v, s) such that an RSQS(v[.s]) is known to 
exist is given in Fig. 1. 

A certain amount of care is necessary in implementing the algorithm to 
avoid attempts to set bits outside the domain of the array rsqs. The main 
difficulty in implementation, however, arises due to the large size of rsqs. 
To compute the upper bound for k we needed to run the program with 
WI - 5000 thus requiring 2 x 10’ bits of storage in a simple minded 
realization of the array. An efficient data structure is achieved by allocating 
space only for admissible pairs (v, s) (i.e., v= 4 or 8 (mod 12) 3~4 or 8 
(mod 12) or s= 2 and s< v/2) in the range 4< v <2m, and only one bit 

(* initialize *) 
BEGIN 

rsqs(., .):=O 

FOR (u, S) in L DO rsqs(v, s):= 1 
(* apply the recursive constructions *) 

FOR u:=4 TO 2m DO 
BEGIN 

IF rsqs(v, 2) THEN 

(* apply Theorem 3.1 *) 
BEGIN 
rsqs(2u, u):= 1 

replace (2u, u) 
FOR s:= 2 TO u/2 DO IF rsqs(u, s) THEN rsqs(2u, 2s):= 1 

END 
FOR s:= 2 TO u/2 DO IF rsqs(u, S) & u = 2s (mod 12)) THEN 

(*apply Theorem 1.1 *) 
BEGIN 

rsqs(3v - 2s, u):= 1 
replace (30 - 2s, u) 

END 
FOR s:= 5u/14 TO v/2 DO IF rsq(u, s) & u = s (mod 12)) THEN 

(* apply Theorem 2.1 *) 
BEGIN 
rsqs(3v - 2S, u):= 1 

replace (3~ - 2s, 0) 
END 

END 
END 

PROCEDURE replace (u, s) 
(* replacement of subdesigns *) 

BEGIN 
FOR f:= 2 TO 312 DO IF rsqs(s, t) THEN rsqs(v, t):= 1 
END 

FIG. 1. Algorithm for computing an upper bound on k 
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representing rsqs(v, 64) in the range 2m < v < 4m. More space saving is 
possible by noting that the contents of the row rsqs(v, ) may be output 
after the row has been used for the recursive constructions, and the space 
reused for rows of the array with index greater than 3v. 

The program was run with an input list comprising the 40 pairs (v, s) 
described below and m = 4800, and produced the following results. For all 
admissible 4~ v 6 6364, with the 24 exceptions listed in the Appendix, 
there exists an RSQS(v). For all admissible 6364 < v < 19092 there exists an 
RSQS(v[64]). Wence Theorem 1.2 implies 

THEOREM 3.2. For all us 4 or 8 (mod 12) with 24 possible exceptions 
there exists an RSQS(v). 

The list of 40 pairs (v, s) such that an RSQS(v[s]) is known to exist is 
broken up into 3 classes: 

L, = {(4,2), (20,2), (20,4), (20, 8), (28,2), (28,4), (28, 8), (52, 16)) 

Lz= {(v, 2), (v, 4): v= 164, 344, 524, 740,812, 860,920) 

L,= ((v, 2), (v, 4): v=76, 172, 508,596,892, 1084,4252) u {(76, 8)). 

The design on 4 points is trivial; the designs on 20 and 28 points are con- 
structed in [2, 5, and 11-j; the designs on 164 and 344 points are construe 
ted in [9]. The remaining designs for pairs in L, are constructed as follows. 

THE q + 1 CONSTRUCTION (Hartman [9]). Let q be a prime power with 
q z 7 (mod 12), and let g be the unique cube root of unity in GF(q) such 
that g - 1 is a nonzero quadratic residue. Carmichael [3] has shown that 
the PSL(2, q) orbit of the quadruple (co, 0, 1, g + 1> is the block set of an 
SQS(q -t 1) with point set GF(q) u {co}. 

Let o be a generator of the multiplicative subgroup of GF(q), then the 
stabilizer of cc in PSL(2, q) is the group r of transformations 

For 0 <j < e = (q - 1)/3 define the cyclotomic classes Ci by 

c,= fuj, d+e, wj+2e). 

Note that C,= (l,g,g’}. 

It has been shown [9 J that the block set of any QS(q + 1) which con- 
tains r in its automorphism group consists of (q - 7)/12 r-orbits of length 
q(q - 1)/2 and two orbits of length q(q - 1)/6. One of the short orbits con- 
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tains all the blocks of the form Clju {co}, and the other contains all 
blocks of the form CYfl u 10) where o‘<j< (q- 1)/6. 

A resolution of such a quadruple system can be constructed as follows. 
We define a p(q, 2j, 2k + l)-set to be a set of distinct representatives of the 
long f-orbits B,, B, ,..., BcY-7),12 with the property that {Ok, c~~~+i} u 
Ujb; 7)/12 Bi is a set of distinct representatives of the cyclotomic classes C,, 
0 d n < e. Then the set of blocks 

is a parallel class, and the set of q(q - 1)/3 distinct r-images of P forms a 
resolution of the system. In the Appendix we list p(q, 2j, 2k + I)-sets from 
the Carmichael system of order q + 1 for q E (523, 739, 811, 859, 919}. This 
completes the construction of the designs for L,. 

An exhaustive search of all SDR’s of the long block orbits is clearly out 
of the question so we adopted the following hill-climbing strategy. Con- 
struct a partial SDR of the long orbits which is also a partial SDR of the 
cyclotomic classes by the greedy algorithm. (This phase typically took 4-5 
minutes of CPU time.) From each orbit not yet represented, choose a 
block which conflicts with fewest members of the partial SDR, and 
exhaustively test the conflicting orbits for a representative consistent with 
the new block and the other members of the partial SDR. If no appropriate 
SDR was found after 6 h of CPU time, the algorithm was restarted with 
the long orbits in a different random order, giving rise to a different greedy 
starter. The restart was necessary only for q > 859, the smaller values all 
completed. on the first start. The computations were performed on an IBM 
4381 computer. No success has yet been achieved with q = 1171, which 
would decrease the number of exceptions in Theorem 3.2 by one. 

The remaining designs for pairs in L, are constructed as follows. 

THE 4p CONSTRUCTION (Hartman [lo]). Let (X, Q) be an SQS(v), and 
let E be the set of edges of the complete graph with vertex set X. If there 
exists a partition p of Q u E into Y(V) + v - 1 parts, each of which is a par- 
tition of X into parts of sizes 4 and 2, then (X, Q, P) is said to be an 
augmented resolvable quadruple system of order v. A result in [ 111 states 
that if there exists an augmented resolvable quadruple system of order v 
then there exists an RSQS(~V). In this section we shall show how to con- 
struct an augmented resolvable quadruple system of order 2p for some 
primes p z 7 (mod 12) and hence an RSQS(4p). 

Let w, g, e, and Ci be defined as in the previous construction. Let 
X= GF@) x 2, and consider the following group of permutations of X: 
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Note that r, contains the transformation y(x,) = -xi + r, since 
___ 1 = (-JP- 1112. 

Following [ 101 we define the block set Q of an SQS(2p) by taking the 
r,-images of 

1. blocks in the Carmichael QS(p f 1) which do not contain 00 

2. the blocks {(l/k-l)),, (g/k-l)),, (2k+ I),, Vk+21,) 
O<k<(p-I)/2 

3. the block ((4, lo, go, (g210). 

If thereexists a ~(~,2j,2k+l)-set {B,:l<ii((p-7)/12j then wecon- 
struct a parallel class containing the following (p - 3)/2 blocks 

BiX (01, gB,X {O}, g2BiX (O), 

-Bix (11, -gBiX (11, -g2BiX (I}, 

(C Zk+l” {“))x (O)z (-c2k+lu !“))x (l$> 

and the following three edges 

We now form p(p - 1)/6 parallel classes from the images of the above 
class under the action of the permutations y(xi) = (o*“x+ c)~ with 
0 < 2m < e and c E GF(p). This accounts for all the blocks in 1 and 
(p - 1)/6 pure(O), pure(l), and mixed differences from the edge set. Note 
that the mixed differences all have the same quadratic character as -2. 

The next base parallel class contains the following (p - 1)/Z blocks 

O<.i(p-3)/4 

,(4i+2),,(4i+3), 
0 

(P-t 1)/4<i<(p- 1)/2 

and the edge 

{&5-&o,!. 
Now form p(p - 1)/2 parallel classes from the images of the above class 

under the action of the permutations y(x,) = (ozMx -I- c)~ with 
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0 < 2m <p - 1 and c E GF(p). This accounts for all the blocks in 2, since it 
was shown in [lo] that the r,-orbits of these blocks are covered by these 
transformations. This group of parallel classes also covers (p - 1)/2 mixed 
differences with the same quadratic character as 2 (since g + 1 = -g2 is a 
quadratic nonresidue). Hence these edges did not appear in the first group 
of parallel classes. 

The blocks in 3 are now included in parallel classes by the following 
strategy. Let IZ be a quadratic nonresidue in GF(p), and let do GF(p) have 
the properties that nd~~~, (d+ 1) mZrn, (d+ g) m2m, (d+g2) m2m, 0 < 2m <e 
are 4(p- 1)/6 distinct members of GF(p) and, da2m, n(df 1) gZm, 
n(d+g) co2m, n(d+g2) co2m, 0 ,< 2m < e are also 4(p - 1)/6 distinct members 
of GF(p). Then the blocks 

0 6 2m < e, form a partial parallel class which can be completed by a l-fac- 
tor of the remaining points in X using edges whose differences have not 
appeared in any of the previous parallel classes. This parallel class is used 
to generate p further parallel classes by the transformations y(x,) = (X + c)~ 
c E GF(p). 

Finding the constants n and d and a l-factor with the appropriate 
properties was done by hand in the case p = 43. In the cases where 
PE (127, 199, 223, 271, 10631, GF(p) has the property that 2 is a quadratic 
residue. In this case we can take n = - 1 and d = 1 and the l-factor can be 
explicitly constructed as the edges 

To match this set of parallel classes we note that there is a unique 
quadratic residue m2’ with the property that )c?t+e- mzrl= 12(g2 - 1)1. 
Now constructing the first set of parallel classes using a p(p, 2t, 2k + I)-set 
guarantees that the pure differences used are all distinct. In the Appendix 
we give examples of such sets. 

The remaining parallel classes in the augmented resolvable quadruple 
system are a l-factorization of the graph with edge set consisting of all 
edges whose differences have not appeared so far. If this graph contains m 
mixed differences, u pure(@) and u pure( 1) differences where m > U, then the 
graph consists of m - u edge disjoint one-factors and u edge disjoint 
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generalized Petersen graphs, each of which has a l-factorization by a result 
of Castagna and Prins 141. 

We now give an example of the 4p construction with p = 19, in order to 
clarify the details of the construction and to prove the existence of an 
RSQS(76[8]). The existence of this design was first proved in the thesis 
[12], but has not appeared in print elsewhere. 

Using the primitive root o = 2 of GF(19) we first construct the 
p( 19,4, 1) set which contains the single block { I, 4, 8, 13 >. This gives us 
the following base parallel class: 

(L,, 40, &,, 13,}(7,, 9,,18,, ~fQ{l1,, 6,>%, 1%) 

{% 151, lL6,}{% lo,, h,4,}{&, 13,,7,,91) 

(1~ 17,)(3,, 2,)(5,, 14,). 

Taking the images of this parallel class under the action of the per- 
mutations y(x,) = (mx+ c)~ with m= 1,4, 16 and c~GF(l9) gives 3.19 
parallel classes covering all the blocks in 1, and edges with pure differences 
1,4, 3 and mixed differences 9, 17, 11. 

The second base parallel class is as follows: 

{16,,17,,1,, 2,}{&,, 9,,3,,4,) 

{lWh.,~ 512 6,):%, ll,, 7,,8:) 

u,,2,, 9,, ww,, 13,~ ii,, 12,) 

{3,, 4,,13,> 14, ){14,, 15,,15,, 16,) 

(5e 6,, 171, l&)(7,, 0,). 

Taking the images of this parallel class under the action of the per- 
mutations y(x,)= (mx+ c)~ with m = 1, 4, 16, 7, 9, 17, 11, 6, 5 (i.e., m a 
quadratic residue) and CE GF(19) gives 9.19 parallel classes covering all 
the blocks in 2, and edges with mixed differences 12, 10, 2, 8, 13, 14, 18, 15, 
3 (the non-residues). We now form the third base parallel class as described 
above with n = - 1 and d = 5. The edges were constructed by hand: 

(5,>60,~&, KJ{b, 5,,1%, 7,1(4,> lo,&,, 90) 

(14,,13,,7,, 3,}(%, 14,,9,, 12,){%,, 181, 17,,1Od 

(4,> 17,){8,> 13,)(2,> QW,, 1611 

lo,> 6,){3,> O,Wo, 15,). 

Taking the images of this parallel class under the action of the per- 
mutations y(x,) = (x + c)< with c E GF( 19) gives 19 parallel classes covering 
all the blocks in 3, and edges with pure differences 5, 6 and mixed differen- 
ces 6, 16, 4. The remaining edges with pure differences 2, 7, 8, 9 and mixed 
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differences 0, 1, 5, 7 form four edge disjoint generalized Petersen graphs 
and thus can be divided into 12 further parallel classes. 

To demonstrate the existence of an RSQS(76[8]) it is sufficient (by 
Corollary 6.2 of [ 113) to construct an augmented resolvable system of 
order 38 with an augmented resolvable subsystem of order 4. Note that the 
image of the second base parallel class under the action of y(x,) = 7~~ con- 
tains the block (3,, lo,, lo,, 17r). To complete the subsystem on these 
points we reserve the pure differences 2, 7, the mixed differences 0, 7, and 
we break up the image of the second base parallel class under 
y(x,)= (17x+ 17); (shown below) which contains the edge (3,, 17,}, 

(4,,,2,, 15,,13,)(1,, 180, h9,) 

(O,, 17,,,7,,5,}{16,, 140,313 II> 

(lb 130,18,, 16,}(12,,, lo,, 141,121) 

{11,,9,,10,,8,f(80,60,6,,4,) 

{7,,5,, 2,, 0,){3,> 17,). 

These blocks and edges can be redistributed into the seven parallel classes 
shown below: 

P, = ({(14i+3),, (14i+ lO)O}, {(14i+ lo),, (14i+ 17),): O<i<S> u 
cU50>3IH 

P,= {((7i+3),, (7i+lO),): O<i<16}u {(8,, 15,}, (15,, 3,)) 

P3= {((14i+5),, (14i+l2),}, ((14i+12),, (14i),}: O<i<6)~ 

{{3,,17,}, {lo,, lo,), {&I> 151h U5oJ7& {31,51)) 

P,= {ii,, i,}: i # 3, 5, 10, 17) u ((30, 5,), (100, 170), (31, lOI>> 
~5,~17~~~ 

{4,,2,, 15,, 13,}, {lo, 18O,lL9,)~ {Oo, 17,,7,, 51>, 

(6,,8,), {loo, 120), (14,,,16,}, (5,>7& (90, lloh (130,150',, 

(17,,0,), (2,,4,}, (6,,8,>, {lo,, 12,}, (14,,161)> P81, h>, 

{30,3J 

1 

{16,,14,,3,,1,}, (120, lo,, 14,,121), {&,,60>6,,4,}~ 

“= 
(17,,0,}, {2,,4& {lh l,), (7,,9,), {lL,> 1301, f30>150), 

(8,,10,}, (161,1&j, (71,911, {lb, 1311, {15,>171), {0,,2,), 

i50,51) 

(150,13,,18,,~6,}, (11,,9,, 10,,81}, (7,,50,21>01), 

p {0,,2,}, {4,,6,}, (80, lo,), {12,,14,), {160>%), ~1,>3d~ 
7 

= 

I 

(4,,6,), (12,, 14,}, fL,3,f, (5,,7,)> (91, lb), (131J5,h . 
(170>17,) i 
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Observe, that PI contains the edges (3,, 10,) and (lo,, 17, >, P2 contains 
the edges {3,, lo,), and (LOO, 17,), and P, contains the edges (3,, 17, ) 
and ( lO,, 10, }. This completes the construction. 

To complete the basis for the induction it remains to construct an 
RSQS(52[16]). This is done using a variant of the construction given in 
[ll] to prove Theorem 1.1. 

A SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION. Let (X, Q, P,,,) be an RSQS(20[8]), where 
x= @o, 001, a,, a3) uZ,, and such that the block {coo, ml, co2, 60~) 
is contained in P,. Further let the resolvable subsystem of order 8 have 
point set E = (0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14) and let its blocks be included in the 
parallel classes P,, P,,..., Pg. Any RSQS(20[8]) can be labelled in this 
manner. 

Let x’= (co,, oo,, co2, 00~ > u (Z16 x Z,) and define the embeddings 
/ii: X -+ X’ as in the Section 2. We shall construct an RSQS(52[ 161) 
(X’, Q’, P;), where the resolvable subsystem has point set E x (0, 11. We 
use the i-factorization of G(16, (2,4, 6, 81) and the Latin square Im.k of 
side 8 with a subsquare of side 4 given below. 

F,=({O,2){4,6)(8,lQ)(l2,~4)(L3f(5,7$(9,11)(13J5)) 
F~=((O,4}(2,6}{8,12\1(10,14)(1,5)(3,7}(9,13)(1~, 15)) 
F3=((O,6){2,4}(8,~43{1O,~2){L7}{3,5)(9,~5}{~L 13)) 
F,= {{O, 8)(2, 10$(4,12){6,14){1,9)(3,11)(5, 13j{7,15)) 

F,=~(O,~O){2,~){4,~4}(6,~2){~,1~:{3,9}{5,153(7,13j) 
&={(Q, 12}(2,14}{4,8}(6,10)(1,13)(3> 15){5,9)(7,11)) 
F,T=({& 14)(2,L2){4,10)(6,8}(1,15){3,13)(5,~~){7,93> 

5 618 
6 5 81 
7 8 5 6 
8 7 6 5 

We now define the parallel classes in Is>, and thus implicitly defining the 
blocks in Q’. Let 

Pb = UPO) u A(P,) ” UPO). 
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For i E 2, and j = 1, 2,..., 56 we initially define P; to contain the 5 blocks in 
Ai and 8 blocks of the form (Xi+r,Yi+i, z~+~, ti+2). Let Bj,,,.,k be the 
block (xi+,, yi, 1, zi+2, ti+2}, where (x, JJ> is the kth member of F,, and 
{z, t} is the Z,,,th member of F,, (1 <m, k < 8 and 1~ ~16 7). Further let 
Bi,m,.= VL~,L 1 < k6 8). Now any one of the 56 sets Bi,,,. with 
1 d m G 8 and 1 d y1 d 7 can be used to complete the parallel class Ph. Note 
that of the 35 parallel classes needed in the resolvable subsystem of 
order 16 we already have one contained in Pb and 28 contained in the sets 
B 2, m, n, where 1 < m d 4 and 1 d y1< 7. The remaining 6 parallel classes are 
constructed by performing the following permutation with 1 <j< 6. 
Remove the two blocks with points E x {i} from Pb for i = 1,2. Place these 
four blocks in B,. I.j and remove the four blocks B,, I.i,k with 1 < k6 4. 
Adding B,, 1. j to the parallel classes Pb, j completes the subsystem. We now 
have to relocate the four removed blocks and complete the parallel classes 
P’,, i and Pi,,,. First remove blocks B,, 5, j, 3 and B,, 5, j, 4 from B,, 5, j and add 
the four blocks B,, l,j, i B,, 1, j, 2 B,, ,,,, 7 B,, 7,j, 8. Now complete the parallel 
classes P’,. i with the new B,, 5,1. Next remove the blocks B,, 7, j, 7 and B,, ,, j, g 

from &, 7.j and add the four blocks B,, ,, j, 3 B,, l,j, 4 B,, s,j, 3 B,, s,j, 4. Com- 
plete the parallel classes PLi with the new B,, 7, j. 

We illustrate the construction below in the case j= 1: 

{V,O22,}, (‘M,426,}, {8,lO,WO,), {1414112,14,1 ~f’b, i 
Before {0,2,4,6,), {WW2,14,), {WO,9JL,), ~12,~4JW5&P;,1 

{0,2,4,6,), {WW2,14,}, (9&,0,2,1, W&,4,6,W’;, 

(0,214,6,), {WW,l4,), {0,2,4&G)> WW2J4,W’b,1 

After {8,10,8210,}, {12,14,12,14,), (9,W.,012,~~ 1W50416,~~p;,1 

{0,2,%2,}, (4,6,4,6,}, (WO290%1~ {12,14,1%150) EC, I. 

The number of parallel classes remaining to be constructed is 16* and 
accordingly we denote them by P;, h, c, where a, b, c E Zi6 and a + b + c 3 0 
(mod 16). The parallel class P:, b, ( contains the following 10 blocks: 

The last three blocks in PL, b, ( are dependent on the parities of a, b, and 
c. If a = b E c = 0 (mod 2) then add the blocks 
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(6~ 1w+2)db+5),(b+ ml 

((b+ 14),(b+ 15),(c+%(c+ 11)d 

{(c+10),(cf13)~(~+3)0(~+6)0~. 

If a z 0, b E c E 1 (mod 2) then add the blocks 

{(~+3)o(~+6),(b+14),(b+15),~ 

{(b+5),(b3-10),(c+6),(c+11),) 
((c f lO),(c+ 13),(a -I- l)o(a -!- 2),}. 

If b E 0, a z c z 1 (mod 2) then add the blocks 

{(~+3M~+6Mb+ 14)l(b+ 15)d 

((b t 5), (b + lo), (c+ 10)z(c + 13)2} 

{k+%(c+ ll),(a+ 0,(~+2h). 

If c = 0, a z b = 1 (mod 2) then add the blocks 

((a+ lh(~+2),(b+5),(b+ 1%) 
((b+ 14),(b+ 15),(c+ lO),(c+ 13),j 

((c+6),(c+~l),(a+3),(a~6),}. 

By a case analysis similar to that of Section 2 and that given in [ 111, it 
can be verified that (X’, Q’, &) is indeed an RSQS(52[16]), with a sub- 
system of order 16 embedded as described above. 

APPENDIX 

A.1. The orders for Which the Existence Problem for RSQS Remains Open 

220 236 292 364 460 596 676 

724 1076 1100 1172 1252 1316 1820 

2236 2308 2324 2380 2540 2740 2812 

3620 3820 6356 

A.2. The Initial Designs 

A.2.1. The q + 1 construction 

q = 163 - see 197 

q = 343 - see [9] 

g  = 523 0 = 2 

P(523.72. 11) 

i1,2.3.391] {S, 6. 8,477) j16. 32,80, 77) 148.64. 128. 284) 1256. 512.223.487) 

1245. 501,468.86} (435.347.254,388) (171,87,461,344) {363,484.4. 156) (294,6X 161. 145) 

(422. 321, 54.260) (119,238.335.211) {414. 504. 375.28) (282.476,307.202) 
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(503. 151.262.365) (331. 139,483, 36) j520, 517.454.338) (511,508,439.55) (66, 132. 147,201) 

(123. 164.225,372) (492, 133, 18,257) {502.499,409,250) (144,288,45, 175) (41,82,389, 117) 

(442.415,20,313} (7, 14,266,89) (377.467, 136, 3851 (506,236, 166, 1943 (160,200,311.489) 

(403,283.233, 105) (71,481,400,463) {Sl. 242, 125. 168) (251,92.33,325) (124, 103,496,474) 

(493, 100,445,407) (263,434. 395,227) (142,208,314,383) (182, 53,43.330) (47,303,441,298} 

(38. 109.62,410) (357,364.359,478) {424,490,83,237] (430,466,333,327} 

q  = 739 w = 3 

~(739, 88. 159) 

(3.4.5,464} {9.18.36.78} (243.324,567, 564) (54,63,99, 586) {I, 2. 7,359) (81,162, 648, 502) 

(300,400.361.445} (729, 719.639,457) {649,559,488.311) (379,289, 12X,82) 

(322.4X3.37,249) (695,434,258, 145) {668,597,413,49) (652,623,217, 169) 

(343.211,448.120) (405,486.304,182) (710,681. 188,223) (443,328,475.565} 

1577; 415, 708,499) (290, 580,309.360) (72,436,679,473) (427, 115, 17, 543) (393,47,265, 179) 

(168.224.202,619) (269,34.340.228) (204. 306. 206,601) (537,716, 353, 386) 

(458, 177,511.342) (422.633.417,96) (187,281.615,274) (602,456,674. 75) {408,77, 139.525) 

;40,60, 181,451) (532.325,617.295) (635,354,449,620) (644,66,404,273) {650,561,634,724) 

(285,702. 121. 118) (595. 523,474,627) (522, 305,411,244) (683.234. 506,684) 

(492.656, 395,556) (135,535,453.466) (233,557,288.628) (507,336.239. 144) 

{568.397, 13,218) {490,407,651,481) (470,358,355,678) {439,605,374,675} (62,93,299,6) 

(210.610.87, 192) {94, 616.89. 198) (124,575.672.396; (108.263. 197,318] (479,321.468,85} 

(298. 504,438,670) (219, 677, 119,293) (203,259,530, 123) (199,332,284, 527) 

(209, 106. 592, 163) (461, 594,279,255) 

q=811 w=3 

~(811. 172. 61) 

(1.2,3. 89) {S, 9, 11.708) {81,162,405,543) {18,27,63,412} (243,324, 729,716) 

(647.565,73.333) (219,292,803,362) (236,472,73X, 184) (112,224,421,349) 

(657,503,585,245) (695,386,231,701) (502, 193,540. 104) 1463, 115, 109,290) 

(151. 302, 134, 719) {54X, 285, 132,249) (93.186. 145,164) (379,758,281,516} 

(99. 108.279,529} (594.377,92,470) {514.779,667,756) (51,102,413,697) (763.715,422,415} 

(26. 52. 702. 554) { 157.641. 733.265) (276.552.446. 5) (407,320,56,241) {682.553,480.563) 

(479, 147.545, 146) [551,291.372, 731) (604,755, 363,573) { 150,300,323,692] 

(530. 795,41. 5683 (198,264, 537.274) (414. 17.374, 60) (461, I 11, 120, 153) (541,406,684,656) 

1301.602, 753. 666) (107,566,456.24) {215.430.256,559; (465.257,587,355) 

(382.227,313,348) (561,311. 720.277) (458, 105. 116.806) (583.87,468,723) 

(703. 595. 766.96) (579.46,297.536} (251,605.244,371] (531,612.686, 144) 

{ 1063 700,645. 132) (631,203,49X. 286j (12,419.542,704) (273,138,423,796) 

(254. 182. 118. 71) (128.45. 187.449) (357,408.489.6) (681.97.640, 1211 (726.233,769,90) 

{68,724.622,591) (665.79.442,515} (154,693.433,287) (330,396,347,86} (711,576,201,799) 

1247, 165,322. 797) 194. 188. 53. 179) (24h. 368, 560,707) (167. 192.40,696) (225,786,3X, 114) 

q  = 859 w = 2 

~(859, 104, 257) 

(1,2, 11,297) (4. 8.484.816) {16,32,400,381) (9, 10,246,410} {64. 128,805. 793) 

(256,512. 188.176) (165.330.368.559) (386,663,215,375) (252,504,712,772) 

(63, 723, 139.95) (149,298,814.548} {596,333,87.72} {666,473,593, 198) (348.696.317s 335) 

(126,786,295,29} (185,533,79,222) (174,840,794, 175) (359,496,600, 158) {357,788,49.1031 

(735,673,549, 168) { 115, 726, 327,346) 1207,740, 140.482) (122,449,434,355) 
(611,363.237.479) {137,274. 515, 129) (6. 7, 14, 142) (78, 156. 771, 144) (77.389.73.279) 

(510, 727,537,414) (211,422,784, 138) (758,657,676.436) (697,535.287.665) 

(645,483,619,461) (34X857.823,37} (687,601.334. 194) (656,453.547.761) 

(318.636,620, 66) (178,356,31. 101) (22, 370,44,447) (278. 556,709. 5) (431.3.294.292) 
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{53.306,689,70} (378,756,557.592) (190,380.506,x33) (X6.608.244,517) (818.X03.702. 594) 

(463.67. 822.778) 1460.690. 347, 132) (366,732.836.376) 141.266. 349. 136) 

:536.213,377. 595) (251.621. 104,282) (288.324. 550,456) {427,4xX. 529,41x} 

{564.752,729, 148) (574,555,396,612) (234.683.526,829} (467, 569,703. 587) 

(757.465.845.698) (841.779,513.713) (30, 539,602.635) {1X9.810. 345.71) 

(498. 130.502,609) {469,751,725,217) (351,491.289. 558) (541.766. 173,250) 

(12,296,247,659) (828,383,797, 125) (269, 538,599, 320) (332,259,291,408) 

(646,30X,293, 134) 

g=919w=7 

@(919,144,215) 

(3,4. 19,502) (147,196,61,227} (x39, 118,6,489) 1414. 58,646.789) (245,294,355,194) 

(51.68,425,70X} {661,575,521, 112) (224.605,178.71) (57X,867,451.598) (1,2,27.902) 

{209,585,628,88) (132,176,533, 111) (207,770, 199; 21) (49,9X, 698,732) (17.34, 595,74) 

(720,559,116,893) (619,469,283,290) (353,70,697,302) 17.8, 50,505) (406,235,234,43) 

(31X,636,560,271) (418,251,506,264) {878,837,666,573) (796,755,338,350) 

{828,323,532,44X] (237,X15,677,256) (812,470,X52, 1591 (343,392,722,635) 

{136,204,8X0,588) {413,857,309,818) (26X,873,367.621) (472, 15.642. 189) 

{X06.462,276,742) (711,29,314, 153) {706, 140,743.5X2) (222,444. 108,373) 

(811,703.874,269) {591,263,14X, 785) (737,555,326, 195) (266.503.846, lO9} 

(748,577,682,60X) (90X.753,754.692) (257,649,493,333} (272.40X.429. 142) 

(597,436.328,671) (169.713, 554,633) (676.95. 135.888) (487, 55.213.702) 

(512, 105,66x,265) {689,306,220,215) (623.96, 10,562) (274.626.299.409) 

(691,882,899,246) (461,133, 30,571) (352,440,510,14) (304,99, 390, II) /236, 354,829, 340) 

(297,396,232. 519) {126,16x, 386,617) (563,280,439,909) (826,795,25,6X3) 

(544. 180,60,330) (24,200,872,46X) (593,727,861,632) (551.187.378,401) 

(121,161,281.535) {4?3,804.490,419) (565.322,26, 120) (129,351, 764,687) 

(701,854,87,128) (x30,33,90,39) (225,476.X97, 311) (145.816, 174, 531) (393.422.741> 394) 

(644,652,756.539) (637,315,402,654) 

A.2.2. The 4p construction 

p = 19 - mcludmg consrruction of an RSQSC4.19[8]) see Section 3 

p=43w=3 

P(43, 10, 3) 

(1.2,3.35) (25. 7, 14.30) (11,20,4, 19) 

n=3.d=9 

One factor 

ilo.3,) i5,,9,J 114. 1% (24,. 25,) (26,. 41,) {34,,42,) i29,. 38,) (1,; 3,) (5,x 14,) (15,. 23,) 

(16,. 32,) 128,,29,) (27,. 37,) 135,340,) (O,.O,l 

m=l4~u=7 

p=l27w=3 

p(l27,72,37) 

jlO6,49,119,70) (97,91,79,47} {73,19,111,7) (13,83,52.9S} {12,16,44,105) 

(75, 100,46, IX} (82,86, 126,62) (68,72, 116.55) (41, 125,31,3) {llS, 10,8, SO) 

p=l990=3 

~(199, 106,65) 

{12.5,7,88,27) {14,95,58,143) {37, 182,20,1671 J63, 195,59,1X0} (131,114, 12,87) 

Ux7,181, 139,151 {151,127,134,92) (128, 138,29,67) (176, 102,158,83) 139, 18,185,5) 

(169, 163,79,170) (77,123,17,57} (53.38,196,69) (177,160, 19, 152) (107,33,99, 126) 

{84,60,40,124} 

582a/44/2-3 
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p = 223 w = 3 

~(223, 180,25) 

{54,72,90,100) {94,48,179,51} (162,101,141, 195) {18,36, 108, 182) {118,83,131,80} 

{163,49, 34,193) (149, 50,26, 106) {130,37,222, 159) {126, 189, 116, 111) {82,123, 110,102) 

142, 30, 188,154) {63,206,213,3) (59,153,144,97) {167,9,45,69) (44,175,91,39) 

(160,125,28,58) (174, 181,29,52) {17, 137,202,35) 

.D = 271 w = 6 

~(271, 154, 59) 

{127,217,36,133} (153,94,247, 171) (88, 132,264,112) (39.78.234, 131) (180,216, 125, 157) 

(98,147.268.65) {71,185,241.215} (101,89,228, 105) (220,59,24: 148) (225,179, 123,232) 

(142,256,69, 137) (5, 143,50,21) {17, 161,221,238) (68, 102, 38,90) {30,259,41,108) 

(9, 149.22, 184) {199,243,18,242) 161, 19,236,14) (178, 165, 174,6) (267,115,83,223) 

{70,80,249,231} (110, 135, 113,212) 

JJ = 1063 w = 3 

p(1063.1048,251) 

{133,266,552,974) (399,532,289,901) {429,572,676.745) {448,672,993,101 I} 

{798,931,691,437) (843, 733,799,594) (146,219,886,395) 1536,670, 306, 533) 

{251,908,622,575) (157,220,283,828} (1032,474,421.991} 1598,897, 731,629) 

(143,286,858.995} {57,281,338, 535) (623,513,916,1019) {227.657,478,261} 

(365,438,1022,693) (565,316,201, 153) (142,284.641,241} (833.718,516.688] 

(502,96, 539,277) (126, 1X9,1008, 163) (403,293,879.801) (56,84,504, 127) 

{SSS, 418,887,543) (299,980,864. 752) {73,357,154,426) (215,430,263,817) 

(24,454,550,708} {753,347,325.66) {ZS, 42.364,335) (872,681. 158.457) (569, 124,247,737} 

(40-i. 814, 110,236) (140, 168,952,4!0) (41,229, 742,304} (905,957,495,716) 

(851,639,2L. 447) (436,654,625,749} (975.237,982, 862) (521,373,720.275) 

(563,63,260,358) (940,899,240, 553) j505,ilOlO. 402,327) {3,854,30,841) (567,443, 178,451) 

(1001.939,213. 971) (678,1017,1005, 371) (173.482.432. 7483 (988.913.427.359) 

(705. 526,80, 162) (442,884,40,79} 1894. 129, 743,632) (iO30. 568. 531, 528) 

(586, 109,1035.630) (994,925,43,740) 1606, 909. 258, 649) {497,214.739.747) 

(147, 196.94.810} (926. 626,1023,33) (149,298.714,640) (652, 515, 766,972) 

1548. 317.92. 711) (47,983,470,413} (910,859. 376,264} (615.1056. 556.1002) 

1692. 321.455.806) (780, 107, 763,1013} {1045,683,401, 130) (583,423.642,665) 

(580.97, 113.779) 1346, 519, 144,757) (634.601,754.i031) {873,294,81. 115) 

(520,961, 155,216} (488,725,1039, 194) (595, 36.420. SO8) (750,291,970,368) 

1896, 534,22,273) 161,960, 1,243) {388, II, 585, 562) (271,976, 123,832) (593.902.715, 846) 

(845.60. 990,44) (645.221, 180,967) (250. 112,396,557) 1245, 538. 537.485) {135.870.70,704) 

A.2.3. Miscellaneous constructions 

RSQS(4) - trivial. 

RSQS(20[8]) - see [il] 

RSQS(28[8]) see [ll] 

RSQS(52[ 161) - see Section 3 
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ADDENDUM TO THE EXISTENCE OF RESOLVABLE 

STEINER QUADRUPLE SYSTEMS 

After approximately 1200 hours of computer time, the .foilowing con- 
struction for an RSQS( 1172) was found. This reduces the number of orders 
for which the existence question remains open to 23. 

q=1!7l w=2 

p(1171,350,285) 

{I, 2, II. 855) (4, 8,48,249) {16,32,208,X23) 164. 128.896,662) {104,62,645,423} 

{1024,877,1014,966) {5X3,1166,1126, 962) {I161,1151,971,544) (504,246,28,1083) 

{SO, 96,416,667) (1131,109i~251,821} {loll, 851,684,317) {192,256,621,647) 

(531,1062,285, 115) (953,735,922,1128) (25,324,200,69) (299, 59X,1072. 572) 

(400: 800,1090,1053) {75,100,875, 188) (545,974.650,123) (921,671.618.70) 

(464.1009.803.305) {523,1046,615,98X) (171,342.643,716) (449,898.i 117: 408) 

{847,221,943.734) (1032,343,473, 196) (704, 158,804,744) (632,93,522,47X) 

i725.186,76,472) (634,97,717,7X) (5,6,57,101) 1776, 381,919. 168} (i157,762,905.948) 

(194,388.325, SSO) (844,204, 134.280) (749,597,2X2,872) (437,874,21, 149) 

{20!,887,861,61) (879,733,757,1064) (l069,1035,1~33,!057) 1320,384, 116,1158) 

(316,474,1153,54) {372,558,84,371} (954,737,856,715) (1020. i89,267,904} 

(206,412,1051,1169) {32L, 642, 560,754) {351,1!i?.631,70i) (466.932,728,777) 

(796,421,584,824) (430,860,917,624) (678,791,648, 85) (1026,8X1,277,516) 

(340.425,21X, X36) (5!8,1081,655, 533) {579,90,179.210) ;909,41,1066.910) 

(935,24,651, 837) (708.140,291,367) {1023,1039,457,785) {442,663,979.297) 

(88, 176,109,254) (380,760,1071, 180) (627,491,920,711) (486,349, 378,288) 

(629. 58,772.1038) (234,602,799.981) (699,227,685.907) (22.44,672,7953 

(755,339,726, 177) (1034.707. 596,377) (225,450.287.1001) (I 129,; 122,79.600) 

(693,lIST. 787, 595) ;825,479,422,913} (575,1150,1:11,972) (1019,867, 18i,IlOZ) 

(736. 591, X66,239} (641,996,1100,1120) (1022,354,1li3,1!52) j293,63,402,1095) 

{I: 19,630, 550,413) (270,9X3,387,690) (811,451, 187,441) (443,268,301, 1x/ 

[1145, 502,608, 113) (468,73,43,91) (190.1092,243.902) (138, 161, 184.1144) 

(80X. 590, !54.403) (1135.114.564.383) {36,230.1006,47) (141,327,86.692) 

(571,404.573,743) (89,931,970,846) (294,493,914,1028) 
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